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 The Journal of Religion
 the English translation of the 1978 testament). But in view of what he has already
 accomplished, one can only hope that Endean's teaching at Oxford and editing
 of The Way will continue to foster the mutual enrichment of doctrine and spiritual-
 ity that he so masterfully illustrates here.
 LEO J. O'DONOVAN, S.J., Georgetown University.
 MACKEY, JAMES. The Critique of Theological Reason. Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
 sity Press, 2000. 333 pp. $59.95 (cloth).
 James Mackey's The Critique of Theological Reason ambitiously and critically probes
 "the nature, function, and truth value, in short, of the prospects of theology to-
 day" (p. 177). Mackey's philosophico-theological investigation draws upon a myr-
 iad of sources in his pursuit of this objective: the trajectory of post-Cartesian
 philosophy, theories in physics and developmental psychology, and contemporary
 philosophical and theological debates regarding art and revelation. He contends
 that these disparate sources help illuminate the unified, creative process of reality.
 In part i's extended polemic against certain substantive features of postmod-
 ern philosophy, Mackey identifies postmodernism's effacement of self and, con-
 comitantly, reality as the consequence of its misreading and development of
 Cartesian philosophy. Mackey contends that this effacement derives from a puta-
 tive mind-body dualism, exemplified in thinkers ranging from David Hume and
 Immanuel Kant, Jean-Paul Sartre and Emmanuel Levinas, and "the holy Trinity
 of postmodernism, Barthes-Foucault-Derrida" (p. 91). Mackey's exegetical
 work here is deft, but his rapid navigation through complex thinkers to instanti-
 ate his points occasionally attenuates their profundity. Underscoring the import
 of cognitive science and physics for gleaning the value of theology, he embraces
 G. W. E Hegel as one figure who gainsays dualism and appreciates the realization
 of self as constructive of and constituted by reality. Mackey discovers a modern
 Hegelian analogue in David Deutsch's "theory of everything" that attempts to lay
 bare the fabric of reality. Such sophisticated theories enable Mackey to affirm that
 transcendence and immanence are correlative, not contrary, terms. These theo-
 ries also demonstrate the fundamental nexus between physics and metaphysics.
 This nexus, undergirded by capacious meanings ofphysis ton onton as envisaged
 by the pre-Socratics, John Scotus Eriugena and Deutsch, signals the fecundity of
 the moral and aesthetic value of the universe. Mackey perceives close compatibili-
 ties between Deutsch's (meta)physics and a Christian theology of creation, for
 both unfold the creative process of life as it approaches its eschaton. Mackey com-
 plements these reflections on physical creativity with an excursus into the inter-
 subjective dimension of human existence, thereby reconfiguring dualism into a
 coherent matrix of self, other, and reality. He advocates for the primacy of inter-
 subjective awareness, the importance of emotions and creativity, and a nondualist
 conception of consciousness. These intersubjective concerns underlie his under-
 standing of morality as "creative responsiveness to other persons, and through
 and with these to the whole evolving fabric of reality" (p. 168). This coresponsive-
 ness redresses inadequacies in contemporary analytic moral philosophy, but, in
 my judgment, its emphasis on the whole of reality overlooks the noetic limitations
 of human moral visions that perforce demand attention to concrete otherness in
 particular contexts.
 In part 2, Mackey builds upon the continuous creation of the universe in its
 variegated manifestations; he describes the coincidence of morality and meta-
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 physics and the extent to which "reality itself is at once a moral and cognitive
 enterprise" (p. 235). Repudiating the fact-value dichotomy, Mackey upholds the
 objectivity of moral values. While he does censure moral realists' construal of
 emotions as subjective, Mackey posits that the cognitivism of Iris Murdoch and
 other realists is crucial for securing purchase on the intrinsic relationship be-
 tween epistemology and axiology. Mackey again competently and insightfully co-
 alesces science and philosophy, but his conception of value as "mutual need-
 fulfillment" (p. 214) implies an ethical egoism that vitiates his retrieval of inter-
 subjectivity as a central moral motif. Moreover, his exclusive focus on continuous
 creation precludes discussion of the relevance and necessity of new creation, that
 is, moral regeneration.
 Mackey proposes that art discloses human transcendence and the mutual ad-
 aptation of processes of form (e.g., mutual transformation or deformation) by
 juxtaposing beauty and ugliness in revelatory fashion. Reality, therefore, exists as
 a moral and aesthetic encounter vouchsafed by revelation. Revelation provides
 the point of departure to his principally theological remarks, but Mackey explains
 that Christian notions of God as revealer are consonant with his earlier philo-
 sophical and scientific discussion of creative process. Engaging in contemporary
 debates about revelation between Wolfhart Pannenberg, Edward Schillebeeckx,
 and Jiurgen Moltmann, Mackey appeals to Karl Barth. Abjuring-dramatically-
 the incompatibilities between his views and Barth's vis-i-vis the contributions of
 science and philosophy to theology, Mackey lauds the consistency of Barth's writ-
 ings and their insights into the tripartite process of "creation, incarnation, revela-
 tion" (p. 309). Mackey submits that theories such as Deutsch's corroborate this
 process even if its essence is encapsulated seamlessly in Jesus of Nazareth.
 Mackey's erudite book reflects years of research and thought. Despite its foi-
 bles, the book-particularly in its plea for sustained dialogue between previously
 divided and reticent interlocutors-should galvanize needed conversations be-
 tween scientists, philosophers, and theologians.
 JONATHAN ROTHCHILD, Chicago, Illinois.
 GANSSLE, GREGORY E., and WOODRUFF, DAVID M., eds. God and Time: Essays on the
 Divine Nature. New York: Oxford University Press, 2002. xi+252 pp. $49.95
 (cloth).
 Gregory E. Ganssle and David M. Woodruff have here produced an interesting
 and important collection of previously unpublished essays that exhibits a rich
 spectrum of argument concerning the many-faceted issue of God's relation to
 time. The main alternatives in analytic philosophical theology are ably repre-
 sented, including the doctrines that God is everlastingly temporal (Alan Padgett
 and William Hasker), that God is timelessly eternal (Brian Leftow, Edward Wier-
 enga, and Paul Helm), that God is "omnitemporal" (Garrett DeWeese), and the
 "atheistic" perspective that space-time is created by a timeless singularity (Quen-
 tin Smith). Numerous metaphysical-theological loci that naturally arise in investi-
 gating God and time are also explored. These range from the alleged elimination
 of absolute time by special relativity (William Craig) to explorations of the concept
 of time without change (Dean Zimmerman) to the concept of divine direct aware-
 ness and the temporal now (Ganssle) to special problems raised by the idea of
 incarnation (Thomas Senor and Douglas Blount). I found no essay in this anthol-
 ogy that lacked intellectual rigor. Accordingly, the volume should serve as an ex-
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